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Q1 RESOURCE/SERVICE UPTAKE
Is clear and reliable information available about the actual usage of resources and (K-centre) services? Which resource and service potentials have so far been underused? How
can the uptake of resources be stimulated and facilitated?

Not on usage nor services yet; collection of the data is ongoing and delayed due to COVID-19
(paused in March, 2020; restarted in mid-Sept, 2020) e.g. demographics and other statistics abou the
data is not finalized yet, but is a priority in due time. Not very clear information (at the moment), but
some info and metadata of the data (H70) are available at the Swedish National Data Service (SND)
Infrastructure Centre – Type A (snd.gu.se/en/). Moreover, the data (H70) is part of the National EInfrastructure on Aging Research (NEAR, www.near-aging.se/) [not affiliated with the (Swe)CLARIN].
Accessibility (at the moment) through Research Availability Agreements
Q2 USER AWARENESS
Are the targeted users sufficiently aware of existing language resources or K-centre services, and if not, how might it be increased? Should not only the data centres but also the
creators of the resource play a role here? Can you sketch some instruments to increase the awareness?

Blog posts (e.g. SpråkbankenText/CLARIN B&K center: spraakbanken.gu.se/blogg/index.php/2020/02/03/);
contacts with scholars & AI-projects to join the analysis phase (from 2021 and beyond); participate in
events/public audiences/suitable publications describing the resource(s) and also involving the
creators (mainly professional/clinicians)
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Q3 COOPERATION PERSPECTIVES
Many of CLARIN’s K-centres have expertise in the creation, collection and processing of (textual) corpora for a particular language. Should such K-centres not collaborate to exchange
information and coordinate to bring a uniform message for aspects that are not language-specific? In what ways might such collaboration and coordination between K-centres be
developed?

Start with the dissemination in suitable national events to CLARIN K-center members; e.g. discuss
privacy concerns due to the unique characteristics of the data and mostly processing issues (creation
and collection is undertaken by other authorities)
Q4 RESOURCES and CLARIN B-Centres
New resources are integrated into the CLARIN infrastructure by depositing them at a certified CLARIN B. The papers that describe the creation of new resources in this session do not
seem to have concrete arrangements with a CLARIN centre yet. Can you describe the current state and shouldn’t a CLARIN B have been contacted from the very start of the resource
creation / collection project.

Not concrete arrangements yet, but envisaged; the original creation and collection of the data is
distributed at several locations and started in a context outside the CLARIN community.
Deposition of seems as the most appropriate way to guarantee future licensing, use, tracking data
citation etc.
Probably yes, a CLARIN B should have been contacted, but various practicalities didn’t allow this to
happen at the initial phases of the data creation and collection (basically our involvement was at a stage
that could not allows to be part from the very beginning).
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